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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
One of the most significant developments of education

during the past quarter century is the guidance movement.

This educational trend has not limited its usage to schools
but also Includes outside interests.

The rapid growth of

summer caraping is one example of counseling and guidance.
away from the educational system, as we know it.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
It is the purpose of this study to show (1) the

ideals and philsophy behind the beginning of the camp; (2)

the development of the physical properties of the camp; and
(3) to show the changes in the administration and program

planning to conform with the ideals established in the beginning.
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

The importance of this study is exemplified by the
starting of new camps by other industries and private owners.

The tremendous rush to out door living by both adults and

children has created a vital interest in the development of
worthwhile summer camps.

i
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

There are no unusual terms used in thia thesis.
terminology is understandable to the layman.

The

One thing

to be pointed out is that this camp throughout the thesis

will be referred to only as Cliffside.

SOURCES OF DATA

The only sources of data for the problem are the camp

site and the records kept by the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals
Division, South Charleston, 'West Virginia.
A early report has been made and kept in record fora

showing the growth and changes in Cliffaide.

These records

are on file in the office of Mr. G. H. Sears, Assistant
Superintendent of the South Charleston plant.

available to the public.

They are not

Access to the records was granted

to the writer due to the fact that he is the Camp Director.
It will be noticed that finances are not indicated or

shown.

The company objects to giving out the figures.

It

will be sufficient to say that the money involved is more
than the average camp can afford to spend.
METHOD

WHICH THE PROBLEM IS 50 BE ATTACKED

The plan to bring out the development and growth of
Cliffside will be historical

History of the camp site will

be given, the philosophy behind the starting of Cliffside
will be given, the physical property, administration, and

general program changes will be given from year to year

since the inception of the camp idea.

CHAPTER II

WHY DOES A CORPORATION SPONSOR AN
ACTIVITY SUCH AS CLIFFSIDE

To answer this question a letter from Mr. G. H. Sears 1
to the author follows:

December 29, 1950
Mr. John E. Goetz
1506 West Virginia Avenue
Dunbar, West Virginia

Dear Johns

Your question to me by phone as to the under
lying reasons why we as a corporation decided to sponsor
an activity such as Cliffside, and later Camelot, is
not one that can be briefly answered.
Perhaps if I could set forth our philosophy
on certain factors of Industrial Relations and Recreation
it will have a tendency to clarify a portion of our
philosophy for operating a summer camp for those children
whose parents are employed at Carbide.

Every good industrial recreational program in
its planning stage must be established in relation to
the activities already available in the area to the
employees and their families at a reasonable cost.
As certain facilities were not available in
our area, we began a long range plan of providing such
activities for our personnel and their families. In
this manner our picnic area, lighted softball fields,
tennis courts, et cetera, came into being.

1 Letter from Mr. G. H. Sears, Assistant Plant Superin
tendent in charge of Industrial Relation at Carbide, to Mr.
John E. Goetz, December 29, 1950.
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As our program progressed, we found that
we had provided activities that were wholesome for
all the members of the family with the possible ex
ception of the younger children. In reviewing their
status, we found that most children love camping pro
vided an up-to-date facility was available.

After determining that a strong interest was
present, the next step was to determine what might Ise
the Mutual advantages for establishing such a facility.
They are as follows!
Advantages to Parent and Child
1. The cost to the average parents for
sending a child to most private camps was
prohibitive, Our facility provides that
only a token payment be made by the parents.
(two weeks - $15.00)

2. When the child is in camp, mothers also
get a vacation.
o. Camping high lights the wonders of nature
and Impresses on the child the fundamentals
of Christian Doctrine.

4. The association of children regardless
of the parents station in life impresses them
with the early idea that in a democracy there
are no class distinctions. In the industrial
camp, the Superintendent•s son may become fast
friends with the son of a Janitor, This is a
basic lesson in democracy and good citizenship.
Children who attend summer camps learn to
accept authority, and also, become more de
pendent on their own abilities.

5.

6. Camping if well supervised and counseled
is an ideal medium for building strong bodies
through healthy and desirable habits, good co
ordination, and a spirit of fair play. Like
wise, it provides the camper with an opportunity
to learn certain activities that cannot norm
ally be provided in his or her neighborhood,
such as riflery, craft and swimming.

6

Advantages to the Company
1. Provides wholesome recreation, which is a
responsibility of industry as well as a state or
municipality. Adequate recreation for worker and
family is reflected in a more contented working
force.
2. Provides the parents a real vacation or second
honeymoon, (when the child Ts in camp), hence
strenthens the home which in turn also, reflects
in a more staple and contented working force.

3. The workers of tomorrow in our plants, labora
tories, et cetera, will to a great extent be our
campers of yesterday. In our opinion their camping
experiences will have greatly enhanced their point
of view in favor of our democratic, economic and
social system in this country.

4. The company in sponsoring such camps gets a
great deal of pleasure from the purely normal pro
cess of seeing kids have a good time with Just enough
'emphasis on education so that camping teaches as well
as entertains.
It should be pointed out that we do not feel that a
child who does not attend camp will not be a good citizen.
Nothing could be farther from the truth. What we are
trying to say is that in our opinion camping experience
accelerates this natural process begun in the home and
high lights the principles of fair play and good sports
manship, which is the very heart of good citizenship.

You nay quote from the foregoing in any manner you
may see fit.

Sincerely yours.
G.^W. Sears, Ass’t 3up‘t.2

The above letter clearly expresses the attitude of the company
in sponsoring a camp.

existence.
2 Log, cit.

Tills is the reason for Cliffsidefs
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HISTORY OF THS CAMP SITE

In January, 1946, the idea of a summer camp sponsored

by the corporation was Just a gers.

A lot of time had been

spent in looking for locations but nothing definite had been
secured by March 1, 1946.

The idea was about to drop due to

lack of a favorable camp site.
The site was to have been fairly close to South

Charleston and was to have the qualities that are approved for
good caraping.

nothing was located and the idea was about to

be layed over for another year because the department felt

that by now it would be too late to get ready for the camping
season of 1945.
In the middle of March it was learned that the Boy
Scout Camp, known as Walhonde, was to be disposed of as the

Scouts had received a grant of land in Greenbrier County on
which to erect a new facility.
Negotiations were started at once to purchase both

land and facilities with a thought to establishing a summer
camp for 1946.

In April the purchase was consumated and work

was immediately started on the camp.

During the war years the Scouts had run their camp for
one month each summer, and buildings and grounds were in a

run-down condition because of the curtailed camping season.
Cliffside is located on a fifty acre tract of land

s
along Alum Creek approximately thirteen miles from the plant.

Th® front half of the tract is level, open and grassy.

The

back half begins with a slightly rolling, partly viooded area,
gradually rising and becoming more thickly wooded until it

reaches a rocky cliff which, in places. extends straigh up
Hence the name Cliffside. On top of the
for fifty feet
cliff a needle strewn pine grove forms a plateau across the
width of the property and extends back seventy-five to one

hundred feet to the end of the property line.
Cliffside has a historical background which dates back

over two hundred years.

Mr. H. F. Kinsey, Scout Executive,

who was instrumental in the organization of the first camp

on this site, has been most helpful and generous in furnishing
the following information:
Over two centuries ago a band of roving Indians,
in search of new hunting grounds, appeared on what
is now known as Coal River. They had pushed through
the gorge of Mew River, thence crossing to the head
waters of Big Coal and down this stream to the point
where it merges with Little Coal. We know it today
as the ’Forks of Coal’. From early accounts we learn
that these Indians were of the powerful Delaware tribe.
As they reached the confluence of the two streams, an
aged chief, thrilled with the beauty cf the scene which
lay before him, was moved to exclaim, ’Walhondel’
meaning ’hill river*.

The first record of the white men being on the waters
of Coal River is in 1742, which was 17 years before
the French and Indian War and the death of General
Braddock on the Monongahela. A party of explorers
crossed the Allegheny Mountains from Old Virginia, and
descended New River much the same route the Delawares
had. They, too, followed the tract down Big Coal and
settled in the vicinity of the ’Forks of Coal.*

9
Speaking of the stream in the Journal of their
travels, these explorers said, ’In these mountains
we found great plenty of coal, so we called it Coal
River.’ Later, from l?80 to 1850, it was called
Cole River, said to have taken the name from Samuel
Cole, one of the early settlers of the valley.

THE PHYSICAL LAYOUT OF THE CAHP SITE
The Scouts had placed six cabins and an administration
building on the slope in front of the rising ground and had
located the dining hall a little further up the hill.

The

level area spread out in front of the cabins was used as a
sort of compound and for a limited amount of activities. 3

The layout of buildings and grounds was so suitable
for a camp of the type desired that little change was made.
However, a large amount of work was needed on both grounds

and buildings.

First the front and approaching sides were fenced with
a white Kentucky Barnyard type fence. 4

This served to set off

the camp and at the same time to segregate it from the surround

ing area.

Next

the six cabins were practically rebuilt.

The

scout cabins were mere frameworks with roofs and screened in

sides.

Roofs were repaired, window frames and sash were sub

stituted for the screened openings, and lavatories with toilet

3 Appendix A, P* 2.
4 ThlriIbid.,. p. 3»
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bowleg and wash basins were provided on the back of each

cabin.

A coat of paint, new doors and rebuilt steps greatly

improved the appearance of each cabin.

The Administration Building was renovated to provide
a suitable office and living quarters for the director in one
end and a medical dispensery and living quarters for the
nurse in the other.

A flagstone walk was laid along the front of the Ad
ministration Building and cabins where heretofore had been
only a dirt path.

The dining hall and kitchen required considerable repair
and renovation.

A thorough paint Job here plus new plumbing

and modern equipment made this building one of the show places
of the camp.

A set of slag steps outlined with shrubbery

greatly improved the approach to this building and took the
place of a dirt path, which had developed into a sandy wash

from the drainage off the hill.

Five tent cabins were con-

structed to house the dining hall personnel.
A parking lot to serve visitors was laid out in front

of the Administration Building,

This was covered with white

slag and outlined with a rustic log fence.

Adjacent to this.

a flagpole was erected with a circular flower bed at its base.
In the compound rustic swings were erected and rustic
bridges were placed across a depression which ran along its
length.

Courts for the various activities were laid out and

11
scraped.

The swimming facilities which heretofore had coneisted of a small dock built into the river required im-

provement.

A makeshift darn built some years ago had

practically washed out, making the river too low for swimming.

A new crib,dam was constructed at the site of the old dam to
raise the water to approximately three foot level.
The dock was enlarged and a rectangular catwalk was
built to form a pool-like enclosure for non-swimers.^ A

floating dock was built across the river for advanced swimmers
and the bank leading to the pool was dressed up with suitable

steps, a sand area, seats for spectators and picnic spots for

parents.
To round out these preparations, the deep well, which
served the camp with its water supply, was put into first-

class condition, a council circle was built in the woods half
way up the slope to the cliff, the lawn was cut and seeded,

electrical facilities ware put in first class condition.

drinking fountains were installed, and an appropriate gate
with the camp name ovex’ it was erected at the camp entrance.
By June 1, 1946, all of the above improvements had

been made on Cliffside and Walhonde was no longer in existence
except to the minds of the Boy Scouts who had spent so many

5 Ibid., p. 11 •
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enjoyable summers on these preraises.

By June 1, 19;47a all of the above facilities were
doubled to accommodate the inci’eased enrollment.

A new
6
gymnasium replaced the old administration building , a
swimming pool was added to the camp facilities, 7 and all

cabins were duplexed for added comfort.

The dining hall

facilities were also doubled to accomodate the Increased
enrollment.
A survey of employee’s children ages was made to de

termine to what extent Cliffside was to be expanded.

194? improvements were based on this survey.
6 ^bid., p. 3.

7 Ibid., P. 10.
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CHAPTER III
CLIFFSIDE INTEGRATED INTO CARBIDE
Cliffside was unknown in the early spring months of

1946.

.1

It was only the germ of an idea then to a handful of

people in the Carbide family—most of them in the Industrial

Relations Department—a germ that rapidly grew and has
developed into a tradition which promises to become as im
!

portant to the Cliffside Alumni as the word Carbide is to

their parents and to the people of Kanawha Valley.
Yes, 'Cliffside" and " Carbide" have become synonymous.

To the boy or girl who wears one, the Cliffside shirt , it is

Just as important as the Carbide pass which permits entrance
into the plant or obtains credit at the local stores.

As

Carbide is the Alma Mater of the parent, so will Cliffside
be the Alma Mater of the Carbide children.

■

In its five seasons of operation, Cliffside has far
exceeded all that was expected of it In the early stages of

planning for its opening.

During the spring months of 1946

l
I

the Industrial Relations department, which, night and day,

nursed it into being, could hardly expect too much Interest In a
project which had never been tried, nor could they expect too
much results in competition with proven private camps and camps

which had been running successfully for years.

To have had
■

II

2-9

enough campers to open for a couple of months would have
justified its existence for the first year in order to lay
the groundwork for full camps in the ensuing years.

¥/ith

the shortages of 1946 to construct out of the available

facilities the kind of a camp which would be worthy of

Carbide seemed in itself insurmountable.

However, the camp

itself is testimony to the fact that these obstacles were

overcome.

After the first letter telling the employee of the camp,
the quick and numerous letters of applications, the many

questions asked. and the general display of interest in the

camp served as a stimulus to those working of the project,
and all efforts were directed to getting the job done and the

camp in operation.

Nights and weekends were spent in com-

pleting the many details incidental to a job of this sort.

Planning the next day’s work often ran well into the night,
and Sundays were the big days because all day could be spent

on camp planning alone.

Wives of the members of the group

spent weekends at the camp, cooked the meals and helped with
the work.

Even the workmen doing the carpenter work and

painting caught the spirit of things, worked hard and fast,
and took pride in making the camp all that it should be.

To the group who spent their weekends between camps
cleaning up in preparation for new campers, welcoming parents
and campers, carrying luggage into the cabins, and showing

30
parents around the camp, the remarks of parents and

children and the happy faces of the campers were ample

reward for the long hours spent in preparation and maintaining the camp.

Equally gratifying were the complimentary

comments of employees and even business men and residents
of the area, which, even now. continue to come in. about the

thought behind the project as well as the project itself.

There is little doubt that Cliffside and the tradition
behind it will continue to grow in the years to come.

1

CHAPTER IV

TIE GAMP SWINGS INTO ACTION
THE FIRST DAY OF CAMP
On Sunday, June 9, 1346, all was ready for the first

camper.

Ever^/thing was shined up to perfection.

Director

and counselors were dressed up in their camping togs, the

kitchen help was clothed in spotless white, and the members
of the Industrial Relations Department were running around
picking up the odds and ends of the last minute details.

Plans were to have everyone in place at 1:15 P» m.,
fifteen minutes before the opening of registration.

The

director was to be sitting at his desk, each counselor was
to be at the door of his cabin, the nurse at the door of her

dispensary, etc.

But the best of plans go awry.

camper showed up shortly after 12:00 noon.

The first

From then on a

steady stream of campers kept things humming.

The parking

area filled up several times over with parents* cars and
those of visitors and cabins took on new life—Cliffside was
officially open.

As each camper appeared, he and his parents were intro

duced to the camp director by a member of the Industrial
Relations Department.

He was then given the materials in-

cidental to his induction (the boys’ camping periods were

first this year—1946), after which he was turned over to the
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nurse In the dispensery.

After his check up, a member of

the Industrial Relations Department picked up his luggage

and walked with him to his cabin.

Here he was introduced

to his counselor who assigned him to his bunk and taught

him how to make up his bed.

After these preliminaries were

over, he got acquainted with his buddies, Joined his parents

in looking over the camp, or generally amused himself until
the swim period and dinner.

Bus time, about 2:40 p. m., was always a busy time,
for then between twenty-five and thirty-five campers arrived

all at once with their mountains of luggage.

One could hear

the bus before it appeared down the road because the trip con-

sisted of one camp song after another, led by the counselor

in charge.

As the campers poured out of the bus, everybody

pitched in and carried luggage to the administration building.

As the camper and parents got together again after
the camper’s induction, a member of the Industrial Relations

Department took them in charge and conducted tours around the
camp, pointing out the places of interest and the improvements

made to the facilities.

In many Instances relatives and

friends accompanied the family and were taken on tours.
Every two weeks, or at the beginning of each camp

period, for the past five years, this same procedure has been
carried out.

This has proved to be one of the principal

5
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factors in selling Cliffside to parents and children.

It

has served to assure parents, many of whom have never been

to camp, that their children are being well taken care of
in the essentials of good camping.

34
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SCENES AT CAMP
NURSE TAKES TEMPERATURE

SCENES AT CAMP
PICKING OUT BUNK

CHAPTER V
CLIFFSIDE ENROLLMENT

In 19’46 the enrollment of all Cliffside campers totaled
five hundred.

The age limits of the campers was eight years

to twelve years, inclusive.

These age groups continued until

the summer of 19^9 when a new camp, Camelot, was opened.

This

camp embraced the twelve year olds and went on to include

the thirteen and fourteen year olds.

These ages were group

ings including boys and girls.

The original five hundred Cliffside campers came from
families of employees in practically all occupations in the
plant.

Laborers’ and superintendents’ sons and daughters

occupied the same cabin and sat side by side at the dining

table

Truck drivers’ sons cheered for department heads’

sons on the ball diamond and formans* daughters buddled with

Janitors’ daughters in swimming.

In fact the camp staff, in

4

most cases, did not .know, nor could they tell from the campers’
attitude, the occupation of the parent.
Over fifty parents’ occupations were represented in

the camp, but none predominated.

Salary and hourly employees

were about equally represented and length of Company service

seemed to have little bearing on whether or not an employee

registered his child.

Only 17 per cent of the total camp

enrollment were from families of supervisory employees.

This
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would indicate that most employees of the plant, with

children in this age group, are interested in Cliffside.
It was assumed in the planning stage that more boys

than girls would be interested in camp because it was thought

that girls load a more sheltered life, and only a small
proportion of parents would give their girls into the care
of others until the camp proved itself.

Therefore, four

camping periods were set aside for boys and two periods for

girls.

Each period consisted of two weeks.

Final enrollment

in 1946 disproved this thinking because approximately 40 per
cent of the campers turned out to be girls.
before the

G>

In fact, Just

iris’ camp opened in 1946 it was thought that

several would have to be turned down.

Since this time, the

enrollments have run approximately 50 per cent beys and 50 per
cent girls.

The large enrollment of girls seems to be proof

that parents have confidence in the conduct and accomplishments

of the camp.
Frequent requests by parents for permission tc continue

their children in camp for an additional two weeks has been
balm to the ears of those who have worked hard to keep the camp

on the highest possible level.

However, because of full en-

rollraents in every camping period, these requests, of necessity,
have been x'efused.

The growth of interest in camping at Cliffside can be

best pointed out by showing the growth in camp enrollment since

3o
1946.

Table 1 shows the growth in enrollment of Cliffside.

TABLE X
GKOVTii U lliilOLLklllT

Yeax*

iJoys

Girls

Total

1946

288

212

500

194?

430

398

823

1948

480

430

910

1949

304

298

602*

1950

403

346

749

* Thia was the first caraning season for Camelot,
twelve year olds were no longer eligible for Cliffside,
were now eligible for Camelot.

All
They

CHAPTER VI
THE CAMP IN DETAIL

CAMP STAFF
Because of the limited time available between Cliffside's conception and its opening, staffing the camp was

a difficult task.

It was essential that standards be set

at a high level in order to obtain the best possible

personnel for the staff.

Word was sent out to schools and

colleges that counselors were to be hired for camp.

Place

ment bureaus in the colleges were advised of the set re

quirements for specialists and upon notice of prospects
from these bureaus interviews were conducted at the colleges.

Several applications were received at the plant from
teachers and other interested applicants. These were inter

viewed by the Employment Department and good prospects were
passed along to members of the Industrial Relations De

partment for secondary Interviews.
First consideration was given to the director who was
employed one month before camp opened in order that he might

prepare programs and work out many details Incidental to the
operation of the camp.
Next consideration was given to specialists such as

handicraft and nature study Instructors and dietician. Fin

ally, the counselors, who also acted as instructors in various

40

activities, were chosen.

Since 1946 the established policy has been followed
with the exception that prospective counselors and

specialists are interviewed the year around and are hired

as early as January 1 for the coining camping season.
To make it easier for a counselor to absorb the camp

routine. his or her responsibilities, their assignments,
and suggested pointers for getting along with the camper

and their parents, a counselor’s manual1 was developed and
issued to each counselor.

These have proven to be an asset

in that many questions that would be directed to the director

are answered in the manu al.
1947

This manual was first used in

Since then it has been revised only in the program

changes that occur from year to year.
INTRODUCTION TO EMPLOYEES
Cliffside was Introduced to the employee by a letter

sent out over the Superintendent’s name during the latter
part of April, 1946.

This letter described the camp and its

prospects and was accompanied by an application blank which

was to be returned in case an employee wished to send his
child to camp. This application blank was not for the
purpose of registering the child but Just to indicate

1 Appendix B.
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possible interest in the child’s participation.

During the early part of May, 1946 , all employees
who had indicated interest by returning the application

was sent a letter describing the camp schedule, the staff
which had been selected, and a tentative date was supplied

placing the child in one of the several camp periods.
Accompanying this letter was a printed booklet giving the
essential information about the camp, a registration card'2
which was to be filled out and returned, and a physical

examination card which was to be filled out by the child’s
fatally doctor.

The returned registration card was the first

Indication of the 1946 enrollment to be expected at each
camping period.

During the week before each camp period, those
children who were to attend that period received a letter

addressed to them personally and giving specific instructions
as to when to arrive at camp, the bus schedule, and a few
other details about their first day at Cliffside.

Since 1946 this same procedure lias been followed with

the exception that there is not a letter Inquiring about the

possibility of interest.
first correspondence•

The registration blank is the

When this is filled out and returned,

the employee’s child is reserved a place in camp.

2 Appendix A, p. 21.

The
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enrollee is given three choices of the camping period desired.

He lists his choices one, two or three, and the

Industrial Relations department files these applications

as they come and the camper is given his first choice when
possible.

Camp quotas are set before enrollment, and

when the quota for a camping period is filled no more
campers are placed in that camping period except in case
of cancellations.
T3AN3?QHTATI0?I

Free tx^ansportation is provided to and from camp for
all children who desire to go by way of bus.

Arrangements

are made with the Charleston-West Hamlin Bus Line to run

a special bus to take campers to Cliffside on the opening

Sunday of each camping period and return them on the closing
Saturday of each camping period.

Although the majority of campers are brought to camp
by parents, relatives, or friends, each bus 1g well loaded

with children and baggage.

The average number of campers

using bus service, per trip, is thirty-eight.

On each of

these trips the campers are accompanied by a counselor.
The normal bus fare on this run is forty cents for

a one way trip.
ten dollars.

The cost of the chartered bus per trip is

The total cost of bus service for the summer

period is $120.00.

Consequently, cost per child is much
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lesa than what it would be if each child payed his own fare.

In addition. the bus brought each camper into the camp, a
distance of approximately one half mile iteotn the regular

bus run.

This free transportstion^ is so efficient and

convenient that each year the bus service is used wore and

move by the campers.
ADMINISTRATION
The administration, in 1946, of the camp was centered

in one building—the Administration Building.

Here the

director’s office and living quarters were located on one

side, and the camp medical dispeneary on the other.

In between

was a substantial open i’looi* on each end of which was located

a large stone fireplace.

Here also was located a camp store

where such things as postal cards, stamps, writing paper and

craft meter lain were sold and from which the various game

boards and activities equipment were issued.
In thia building the new camper started his induction

procedure and here. too, visitors were welcomed by the camp

director and his staff.

The Administration building was also

used for rainy day activities and folk dancing.

In 1947 this building was actually cut in half and

moved to two different locations,

3 Appendix A, p. 20.

One half was renovated to
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be used as the camp dispensary and the other was used as
2i
the new craft shop. A new gymnasium was built to replace
the old Administration building and likewise to provide

the same accommodations but on a larger scale due to the

increase in enrollment.

The original uses of the old

Administration building were incorporated into the new

gymnasium and have been much more satisfactory.
CAMP CABINS
In 1946 six spacious cabins were used to house the
campers and the counselor.

Each cabin was equipped with

double-decker bunks, springs and mattresses.

In the rear of

each cabin was a lavatory with one toilet bowl and two wash
basins.

In this lavatory were racks for towels and shelves

for personal effects such as toothbrushes, soap, combs, etc.
Each cabin contained ten large windows and one outside
door, all of which were screened, and accoimnodated fifteen

campers and a counselor.
In 1947 these cabins were duplexed and duplicated so

that instead of having six cabins we now have twelve.

cabins are identical.

All

In the duplexing the interiors were

lined with knotty pine and louvers were installed at the top
and in the rear of each cabin.
4 Appendix A, p. 3-
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Since 1947 these cabins have bean waintainod and
kept in good condition* but there have bean no further

changes in the arrangement.
CAFETERIA
A large cafeteria and kitchen built on a design

similar* to cabins and Administration building serves the

entire camp at mealtime.

This building consists of a large

dining hall approximately 110 feet long and 30 feet wide, a

roomy kitchen, and large storage pantry.

The kitchen is equipped with the latest, large

restaurant style fixtures.

It has three food preparation

tables, a vegetables sink, automatic dishwasher, hot water,
steam tables. and the necessary shelves, racks, etc,, which
make for convenience in a kitchen of thia type.

It is

painted white and is illuminated by fluorescent lights.

No

fuel gas is available in this area so all heating is done

with Pyrofax gas or bottled gas.

The cafeteria staff Is housed

In cabins built just behind the cafeteria Itself.

All monies used for the purchase of supplies for the
cafeteria are handled through plant purchase requisitions
with the exception of a $100.00 cash fund which is provided
the Director for the purpose of purchasing fresh fruits,

vegetables, etc.. from farmers in the area of the camp and

elsewhere.

This fund, however, is covered by receipts on each
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purchase and

hese. in turn, are submitted to the cashier

at the plant for I’eimbursciaent to the fund.

Since 1946

there have been no radical changes in the cafeteria except
to improve the fixtures and furniture.

In the dining hall long tables and benches are used
by the campers at meals. Each table is 'covered by table
cloths, and each table serves one cabin group with counselor.
Meals are served cafeteria style.

Cliffside meals are one of the highlights of the camp.
Menus are veil -balanced t and the food is well and attractively
prepared

Each camper is allowed all the milk he desires

with his meal.

Generous poz’tions ai’e served » and campers are

permitted to have as much food as they desire.

It is the

belief of the administration that a well-fed camper is a

contented camper.
All camp announcements are made at the end of each meal.

No soft drinks are permitted in camp and packages from home

are checked carefully to prevent unnecessary sweets from

getting to the camper.

Candy is given to the camper three

times in the two week period.

In 1946 the kitchen staff served 16,848 meals for the
entire summer at a cost for food of sixty-nine cents per

child per day.

In 1950 the kitchen staff served 33>44? meals

for the entire summer at a cost for food of seventy-one cents
per child per' day.
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WATER SUPPLY

The camp water supply is obtained from a deep well

located on the property.

In 1946 the water system was

completely overhauled with the addition, of new pipe and
replacement of old pipe where necegsary. This was done to

assure a safe and sufficient amount of water for drinking,
cooking, and sanitary facilities. The well was cleaned

and sterilized, a chlorinator installed, and water piped
to the sanitary facilities, added to the Administration build-

ing, dining hall, and all cabins.
The deep 'sell pump, purchased with the camp, was
overhauled by replacing worn cut parts in the gear mechanism

and a crystallzed rod connecting the drive to the piston at
the bottom of the well was replaced. To increase the pump
capacity, a new double action pump was installed.

The well and casing wore cleaned out and sterilized
after several years of accumulation of lubricating oil was

found to be- floating on top of the water. The drainage of
this oil uewn the well was atopped by extending the casing

above the pump foundation.
A ’*chlor-o-fcoder was purchased and used as a precaution against contamination of the water. This "chlor-o-

feeder" feeds a measured amount of sodium hydrochloride

solution into the water as it is discharged fron th© pump.
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Weekly samples of water were taken from the various

outlets at camp and submitted to the State Health Depart-

meat for tests.

Results of these tests, which were all

"safe”. were posted at all sampling points.
The daily water consumption by a full camp in 1946

was approximately 2,000 gallons.
1950 was 4,200 gallons.

The dally consumption in

The water is pumped up to a steel

storage tank on the hill side in back of the cafeteria.

The

capacity of this tank is 6,000 gallons.
A large septic tank and basin was constructed close

to the end of the property line and away from all activities.
This facility is essentially the same as constructed in 1946,

and it shows evidence of being adequately built to accommodate
the increased enrollment which in turn affects the working

of the septic tank.
I)ISi?32I3AAY

In 1946 the medical dispensary was modeled after the
plant dispensary.

It was a modern two-becl dispensary and

equipped with a dressing table, examination table, chairs,

scales, etc.

In 194? it was doubled in bed space and an

addition of a two-bed isolation ward.

The waiting room and

the general treatment room were virtually the same except

larger,

The nurses* hours were the same—twenty-four hour duty
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with relief one full day a week. A plant doctor was on
call twenty-four hours a day and during the sumer the camp

had priority rights on his time.
CAMP SAFETY
Prior to the opening of the camp in 1946 the Safety

Division of the plant was requested to inspect the camp site
and suggest safety precautions to be followed.
Water-type extinguishers were placed in each cabin

and in other buildings of the camp.

During the week before

camp opened, the plant fire chief conducted a class of in

struction for* the staff to teach them the use of fire extinguishers and the correction of fire hasards. All members

of the staff were also taught first aid during this periodj

and first aid kitsj, stretchers and blankets were provided at
the dispensary.

An H a H inhalator was issued and kept in

the dispensary.

All members of the kitchen staff were required to hold

a food handlers’ permit which is issued by the West Virginia
State Health Department, Charleston, West Virginia.
The above safety rules have been followed since the

inception of camp.

W have had minor changes due to the

change in building structures, but essentially the basic
rules and philosophy of safety have been strictly adherred
to as they were first established.
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INSURANCE
The camp was and is covered by public liability

and property damage insurance.

This insurance was carried

with the Aetna Casualty and Surety Company. The specific
amount of Insurance is a figure that must be withheld due
to plant policy on business figures.

Sufficient to say

that the camp lias the proper amount of insurance to adequately

meet any emergency that may occur. This insurance coverage
included any injuries received by the campers or visitors.
It also protected the Corporation against epidemics. The
personnel of the camp staff was and is covered by Workmans

Compensation Fund under a special class and at the expense
of the company.
THE DAILY PROGRAM

The original program was set up into nine periods
daily, Monday through Friday.

Five of these periods were

used for instruction in athletics, handicraft, nature study,
and the like.

Two periods were used for free play, one for

general swim and one for such evening activities as campfire.
demonstrations and folk festivals.

During the instruction

periods counselors were assigned to various activities which

they were qualified to teach, and all the campers in one
cabin participated in a group.

As the camp grew, the In

structional periods were cut from five to four, and these four

1
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activities were the ones that had proven over a five-year
period to be the beat liked activities by the majority of

campers

To pro’vc that the most enjoyed activities were selected
as basic activities, a record was kept of the campers’ likes

and dislikes.

Each day during the 1948 camping season the

campers made out a daily schedule card.

The camper was in-

structed to take part only in the activities that they liked
best
sheet

These selections or choices were tabulated on a master

The assumption was made that the entire group of

campers’ interest would equal one hundred per cent. The

choices were totaled for each activity, and then the grand
total was secured by adding all of the activity choices. The
total number of each activity choices was divided by the
grand total of choices and the result, in figures, was changed

to percentage.

Theoretically, this percentage figure should

indicate the most interest; and, as the percentage decreased,
it would indicate less interest.

On this procedure the

basic activities of the camp were determined, and the

activities with the lowest percentage figures were put in
the class of free play activity.

The daily camp program^ started with reveille at

seven o’clock in the morning, after which all the campers

5 Appendix B, pp. 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23.
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assembled for calisthenics.

After calisthenics the cabins

were straightened and cleaned and then breakfast was served.

After breakfast came inspection

The director, the nurse,

and the officer of the day chose the best cabin for the daily
award.

This award iras an American Flag which was displayed

in front of the cabin.

Immediately after inspection the

activities program started.

After lunch the campers were and still ore required
to spend a rest period on their bunks.

Originally this

period was to last forty-five minutes, but over the period

of five years it has been found that with this age group a

rest period of one hour and fifteen minutes eliminated about
64 per cent of all nausea and headaches. As a result, we
now have the longer rest hour.

Two free play periods were originally in the schedule.
However P with the longer rest period. the free play time was

cut to one period and it was lengthened to one hour. After
the free play comes the general swim, retreat and dinner.

Activities have always been more or less the same for

boys and girls.

Folk dancing and dramatics were substituted

for boxing and touch football.
The schedule for the middle Sunday for each camp period
is different from that of week.6

6 Appendix B, p. 18.

This la Visitors Day.

Also
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on this day all Catholic campers and counselors were taken

by car into Charleston where they attended eleven o’clock
Kass at Sacred Heart Church.

For those campers that were

non-Catholic the camp was divided into two groups and Sun-

day School was held.

To the camper that had perfect Sunday

school attendance at home we issued certificates that in-

dicated the camper attended a formal Sunday School lesson.

The Sunday Sohool superintendents in this area accepted these
affidavits.

These lessons were non-sectarlan and based on

the theme of How God Lives and Works in Camp.

CAIiP ACTIVITIES
The athletic activities consist of softball, basket

ball. badrainton, volley ball and touch football.

In these

activities, the instructor teaches fundamentals and rules
of the game by word of mouth and by demonstration. Then
each camper is given an opportunity to try the various
actions of the sport.

Finally, practice by competition is

used, dur in, which the instructor corrects the participant.

Competition is not used until the camper understands the
sport.

Other sports such as horse shoes, marbles, ping pong.

archery, riflery and fishing are used to fill in the camp
program.

The basic camp activities are nature study, handicraft,

swlmtaing, riflery or archery.

Campers are given two swimming periods per day,

One

period is used for instruction, and here a cabin group at
a time uses the pool.

The other period consists of a general

swim when the whole camp uses the pool.

Four instructors

are present at instructional swim and the entire staff is

present at general swim.

All swimming instructcx’s are

qualified Water Safety Instructors by the American Red Cross.

Row boats and canoes are part of the water front

equipments

although no nstraction is given in handling

<v4.V1O Q

the pieces of equipment (due to campers* ages), the counselors
always see that their cabin group gets a trip up the river.

They usually visit Camp Roofrock which is about one mile

above Cliffside.

Instructions in handicraft is an important part of the

camp program.

This work is done in a semi-open pavilion

provided for this purpose.

Here bencb.es and tables are

constructed so that campers can sit and work around the perlmeter of the build in, with the instructor working from the
inside.

A few simple tools are all that are necessary to

carry on this work.

Instruction is given in cutting materials

from patterns, lacing, coloring and finishing.

Such articles

as plastic finger rings, ornamental plastic pins in the

shape of butterflies and scot ties, folding key cases, bill
folds, purses and many other Items of interest to the camper

*

i
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are constructed*

Various colored vinylite sheeting is

obtained from the Sales Department for the construction

of key cases and bill folds, and lacing is done with ex
truded Vinylite strips.

In addition the girls make ear

rings and brooches out of various colored sea shells.
These materials are all supplied freely to the camper at

no charge.

Another educational feature of the activity program
is nature study.

Here the campers, one cabin group at a

time, accompany the instructor into the woods and learn to
distinguish flowers, trees, birds, and fungi.

During these

trips the campers collect flowers for the dining table and

construct displays of various types of leaves, moss and bark.
An interesting and very complete collection of moths is made
during each summer and is kept in the Nature Den.

Riflery is an activity that has been added since camp

started in 1946.

Cliffside enrolled with the National Rifle

Association of Washington, D. C.

All of the campers in-

terested in riflery are qualified by the standards established

by the association.

Records are kept at camp and then

forwarded to the national headquarters.

This is to accommo-

date any campers that attend another camp and wish to progress
through the various stages of a rifleman.

Also, this pro-

vides the camp with an award that is nationally recognized.
At the writing of this thesis, a two acre fish pond

has been consti*ucted on the property and has been stocked

with legal size rainbow trout.

Fishing is going to be

one of the top selected activities this year.

Plans for

the use of this pond are not yet fully organized.

Suffl

©lent to say that equal opportunity to each camper will be

offered in opportunity to fish with qualified Instruction.
CAMPFIRE
In the evenings, after dinner, the whole camp goes
7
to camp fire.' The camp fire circle is of the recommended

size and shape for such activity.

The camp has established

a Camp Fire Ritual that is adaptable only to this camp and
its campers.

A chief conducts the ceremony* but each cabin

group is responsible for putting on at least one program

during the two-week period.

Traditions are established

here that are not written down but are handed from one
group to another by word of mouth.

The ritual is secretive.

The program of entertainment is very similar to that of any

camp.

The camp fire is one of the high lights of camping

for the children.

The circle is based on Indian lore and

lias a special fascination for campers of this age group.

7 Appendix A, p. 7.
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DEMONSTRATIONS
In order to encourage proficiency in some sports,
experts from among the employees at the plant are invited

to Cliffside to demonstrate their skill and to show how
to obtain this skill.

These demonstrations are usually

fitted into the camp program Just before camp fire.

We

have had demonstrations in archery, riflery, swimming,
canoeing. ping pong, horse shoes, craft, tumbling, and many

other activities.

FOLK DANCING
A popular activity during the girls’ camping periods
is folk dancing.

and singing games.

Instructions are given in folk dancing
Tills activity culminates in a folk dance

festival at the end of each camp period.

Each cabin group

puts on one folk dance that they liked and practiced as a
group

This festival is conducted at night in the gymnasium.

AWARDS

At the end of each camp period one evening is set
aside for giving out awards.

At this time the recognition

that one has earned is bestowed on that particular individual.
The awards are many and varied.

It is the hope of the ad-

ministration that each camper takes some form of award home.

■
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In order to do this a certificate of achieves ent 8 was
designed to go along with the many other awards.

The

certificate of achievement has blanks that permit the
xTriting In of the camper’s achievement.

These certi

ficates are issued to cover swimming meets, track meets.
basket ball tournament winners, soft ball tournament winners,

dodge ball tournament winners, Cliffside beginner swimmer,
and any other accomplishment worthy of commending the camper.

The other awards are as follows:

Red Cross Swimming

cards that denote the peak of achievement made in camp;
riilery diplomas^ and brassards that indicate the rating

achieved5 archery diplomas and pins denoting the rank gained;
and the two top awards of honor camper and four star honor

camper.
To attain the rank of Honor camper or Four Star Honor

camper, it must be the last year at Cliffside for the in

dividual.
In choosing the top award winners, the following pro

cedure is followed:
At the time of enrollment a personal Character
istic Sheet3-0 is made out for each camper.

8 Appendix C, p. 1.
9 Lpc. cit.

10 Loc. cit.

r
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When the camper is assigned a cabin the sheet
is passed on to his or her counselor.
It is the responsibility of the counselor to
keep the campers record on this sheet, daily.
On the second Thursday of each camping the
counselor turns this sheet into the office. In
doing so the counselor has his highest rated camper
on top and as one leafs through each cabin roll the
lowest rated camper is on the bottom of the pile.

The top three scores of each cabin are listed by
name and scored on a master sheet. This makes a
total of 36 nominees.
These thirty-six scores are added and divided by
thirty-six to give the mean average score.

At the same time these personal characteristic
sheets were turned in, the counselors also turned
in a list of campers that had shown outstanding
ability in camp activities. This, group of campers
may or may not be in the counselor1 s cabin group •
These names are then taken from this sheet and
posted on the master sheet indicating what activity
the camper displayed outstanding ability.
Any camper that had an average personal character
istic score equal to the mean or above and was outstanding in three or more activities was considered
an honor camper.
To compensate for any personal conflict between
camper and counselor any camper that had been picked
as outstanding in three or more activities yet did
not have a mean average score in personal character
istics was voted on not by name but by shown achieve
ment.
The original pattern of selecting honor campers
picked about eighty-two per cent of the honor campers.
The voting method picked up the eighteen per cent that
raay have been missed.

1
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The Four Star Honor campers were then chosen by
vote of counselors from the group of Honor campers.
No names mentioned in the voting. Only scores and
accomplishments were used as a basis for voting.

The counselors were cautioned time and time again
not to discuss the campers among themselves so that
no one would be influenced in voting or choosing out
standing campers.
This system has worked out very well.

entirely a new plan but a reconverted plan tha
industry in giving merit promotions.

It is not

is used by

It was adapted to fit

the camp’s needs in selecting the outstanding boys and girls.
At the close of each camping period the parents were

sent a detailed report of the child's progress and achlevement.

Indications were shown as to what the camp offered

the child and the child’s response.

Counselor comments were

also included to show the ability of the camper to enter
camp life.
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THE DISPENSARY
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THE COURTS FOR ACTIVITY
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GETTING READY FOR CAMP FIRE

r

1951 ACTIVITY
FISH POND

CHA?2SH VII
SUMMARY

Cliffside acco.:ipliahuient3 can be calculated in a
variety of ways.

Sone will choose dollars and cents re-

calved as a criterion for succoss.

Othars will look for

numbers served and records produced.

The those who conceived and developed Cliffside, its

accomplishments ar© wrapped up in a package of intangibles,
each of which. if considered alone, will not be too significant; but. when taken cis a whole, they will present a
cluster of gems of inestimable value to children, parents,

and Industrial delations.

Mo bettex1 proof of this can be found than in the
thoughts expressed in the numerous letters wr it ten by

children and parents after the end of each camping season.
In these letters not only is appreciation shown for the

camp and its activities and the benefits derived by its
participants, but sincere gratitude is expressed that such

an opportunity should be offered to the children*

The expression of appreciation and sometimes of surprise from parents, relatives, and even friends who visited
Cliffside portray a result which could only be achieved

through a project which permeates the home.

A result of

I
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this sort produces lasting effects and covers a range

which is limited only by the extent of the families' in

fluence in the community
The impression that Cliffside leaves on the thinking
of the community is demonstrated by the favorable comments

received from church officials, school teachers, business
men and industrial employees and executives.

All of these are invaluable products which cannot be
purchased.

No newspaper advertisement, no speech, no letter

can produce these results.

Only through the child, the

heart of the home, can these be achieved.

Thus was the goal se

for Cliffside, and it is the

opinion of the Administration that the goal has been reached
but continued effort and accomplishments are necessary to
maintain this goal.
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In four months Cliffside will again ring with the laughter and song of
Carbide children. Lasting friendships will be made, fair play and good
sportsmanship will be the order of the day. In such an atmosphere as this,
democratic principles and our way of life are bound to flourish.
Cliffside is a small investment by all of us in our leading citizens of
tomorrow. The Industrial Relations Department is proud of its part in an
activity that will give so much pleasure to so many of our boys and girls.
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A Camper chooses
his bunk
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1947
Kay Abels
Louvada Armstrong
Phyllis Jemison
Emma Cavender
Ann Cochran
Rosamond Gregory
Betty Leftwich
Margaret Love
Kathryn Lynch
Marty Puthoff
Velma May Smith
Marian Winter

*b /

hi/

ounAelort,
A. T.
W. F.
B. M.
R. W.

Ball
Bias
Davis
Hamilton

R. D. Hays
D. A. Kee
D. W. McClung
Dan Oliver
J. A. McClung

1947
W. C. Noyes
R. J. Smith
W. L. Snyder
J. R. Songer

R. L. Stevenson

Did you ever watch the campfire
When the moon has fallen low,

And a full moon high above you
That the spell may be complete?

And the ashes start to whiten
'Round the embers' crimson glow,

Tell me, were you ever nearer
To the land of heart's desire,

When the nightsounds all around you
Making silence doubly sweet,

Than when you sat there thinking
With your face turned toward the fire?
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PLEDGE
Xx

I

“I pledge allegiance to
The Flag of the United
States of America and to
the Republic for which it
stands; one Nation indi
visible, with liberty and
justice for all.”

I’'-:;-
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Sound motion pictures are
shown twice a week during each
camping period. The films are
carefully selected by the camp
directors and are chosen for their
appeal to the campers.

eruicei

Sunday School is held at 10:00 o’clock on the middle
Sunday of each camping period.
All campers assemble in one group for opening exer
cises, which consist of conventional songs and readings
from the Bible. Then campers are divided into suitable
age groups and taught their Sunday School lessons.
Standard Sunday School quarterlies are used, and an
effort is made to teach the same lesson which would be
given the camper in his own church.
Vesper services will be held on Sunday evening, and
the program will consist of illustrative biblical stories
and the singing of hymns.
Children of the Catholic faith are taken by car to
Charleston in order to attend -10:30 o’clock Mass.

*
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A concrete pool twenty by forty feet kept
at a depth of three feet will provide facili
ties for those campers who are having their
first experience in swimming.
It is here with qualified Red Cross swim
ming instructors in charge at all times
that the beginners will be given their first
instructions in swimming. As they are
able to progress they will be advanced to
the pool in Coal River for further instruc
tions in swimming and water sports.

'!

Sand filtered chlor
inated well water will
be provided for swim
ming at all times. The
water in the pool is
displaced at a rate
?qual to a complete
change every twentyfour hours.
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This pool will assure all campers an opj
portunity to swim every day regardless of
the condition of the river because weather
conditions will not limit the use of the pool.

1

$

Swimmers at Cliffside
enjoy their swimming
instruction and water
sports in beautiful Coal
River kept at a constant
depth by a dam across
the river. Here the camp
ers have an instruction
period each day under
qualified swimming in
structors during a gen
eral swim period.

Certificates in begin
ner, intermediate, and
advanced swimming are
given u n d e r approved
Red Cross water safety
instructors.
At the general swim period held
each day, all counselors are on duty
at the water front and the campers
are closely supervised by the use
of the “Buddy System”.

-

Besides swimming and diving,
there are instruction and supervi
sion in canoeing and boating.
Campers are required to pass their
advanced swimming and safety
test before receiving instructions
in handling a canoe.
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DAILY
Get up
Calisthenics
Dress and get ready for breakfast
Raise Flag-pledge allegiance

Breakfast

Get ready for inspection
Inspection
Camp activity

Camp activity
Camp activity
Camp activity

Get ready for lunch

In the above daily schedule only two or
three activities are fixed. A wide range
of elective activities selected by the camper
when he enters camp will fill in the weekly

schedule.
Please observe on the registration card
that a choice must be made between riflery,
and archery.
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HEDULE
Lunch
Rest hour

Camp activity
Leisure hour
General swim

Get ready for dinner

Dinner
Leisure hour

Assemble for evening activity

Evening activity
Get ready for bed

Lights out

Cliffside activities include swimming,
riflery,

archery,

handicraft,

basketball,

softball, photography, track, horseshoes,
boxing, volleyball, badminton, tennis, dra

matics, nature lore, boating and canoeing,
folk dancing, ping pong, touch football,

hiking, and camp songs.

A
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Do you like to shoot with a bow and
arrow? The archery range at Cliffside with
qualified instructors in charge will help
you to enjoy this activity. Bows of the
right size and pull for you are furnished
and all shooting is done under supervision.

Learn the proper method of handling a
rifle under direct supervision of an expe
rienced. qualified instructor as proposed
by the National Rifle Association of which
Cliffside is a member. Certificates and
Medals are awarded to campers who qual
ify under the National Rifle Association
regulations.

Ik
ONLY

^dandicraA
A particular thrill is experienced within each camper upon the comple
tion of a worth-while project, built almost entirely with his own hands.
Large and small craft including woodwork, beadwork, leathercraft, etc. are

offered to the campers under the supervision of skilled and trained in

structors.

Softball- Sasbetball
Two softball diamonds with grass in fields provide
all weather facilities for playing this popular sport.
Campers are given instructions in the fundamentals
of playing softball and everyone is given the oppor
tunity to play during instruction periods or in
cabin competition.
Four outdoor courts are available for those camp
ers who like to play basketball. Qualified instruct
ors are available to help you improve your play
in this fast and aggressive game. A tournament
between the cabins will determine the camp win
ner. During inclement weather an indoor court
with a hardwood floor is available.

]oxtncj -

^J'loi^etslioed

The art of self-defense has become more and
more popular at Cliffside during the boys’ periods
at camp. Instruction in the art of boxing and self
defense is given under qualified instructors. Fol
lowing a week of instruction a tournament is held
and more than fifty percent of the boys in camp
take part.
A lighted outdoor ring is used for all bouts and
instruction in this manly art.
Want to learn to make a ringer? The six horse
shoe courts are very popular during the free play
periods and, Oh, Yes! instructions will be given in
how to pitch.

J
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No camp is complete with
out dramatics and folk danc
ing. These activities, under
expert leadership, are an im
portant part of the program.
All campers are encouraged
to take an active part in thes1
activities.

=h':.

ore
Every camper at some time or other
feels the urge to explore the mys
teries of nature. Here, under excel
lent guidance, the camper not only
can explore nature but can learn
something about its mysteries.

■

Hiking, a popular activity
in any camp, is encouraged
at Cliffside. Shelters are
available for overnight
hikes with outdoor fire
places for cooking meals or
.
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A quarter mile track is available for campers
who wish to test their endurance and speed. Com
petitive races are scheduled among the campers
and an inter-cabin track meet is held during each
camping period. Instructions are given by com
petent counselors to those who wish to participate
in this athletic event.
Two outdoor badminton courts provide excel
lent facilities for those who like to play this fast
and interesting sport. Rackets and birds are pro
vided and instruction will be given in the funda
mentals of play.
,
Two regulation tennis courts provide adequate
facilities for campers interested in this P0^1
game. Qualified instructors are alw«5
fdy^
assist any camper who wishes to learn
mentals of tennis.

I

Improvements At Cliffsid

fdliotoffrapliy
Look! It’s a new activity.
structed in which campers
their pictures Bring your
enjoy the fun of changing

A cabin has been con
can learn to develop
camera to camp and
your film to real pic

tures. An instructor will also give you the know
how on composition of subjects, exposure and many
other tricks of the trade.

W«t/» Widened
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f^ijdlery (Expanded

The Rifle Range has been expanded from ten
firing positions to twelve to give more facilities to

those campers who choose this popular activity.

The flagstone walk in front of the cabins has
been widened from two to four feet, leveled and
seeded.

(dafe te ria (ddn(a,rc^ed
An addition has been made to Frazier Hall to
provide more space in the dining hall and storage

Visiting Day
Visitors are welcome at CLIFFSIDE on SUNDAYS ONLY between the hours of 1:00 P. M. and

6:00 P. M. At this time you will have an opportunity to visit with your son or daughter, look over the
camp and attend a swimming or track meet. Visiting will not be permitted on any other day. Your

cooperation in this matter will be expected and appreciated.

i

Medical Examination
Each camper, before entering CLIFFSIDE, must be examined by a physician within thirty (30)
days prior to his camping period, and a medical card for this purpose will be mailed to you in time

for the examination.

This card must be presented to the camp nurse upon entering CLIFFSIDE.

Each camper must have typhoid protection,

Tne date of innoculation must have been within the

past three years.

WHAT TO BRING TO CLIFFSIDE
The following list of articles should be adequate for the needs of the average camper:
1.

Clothing

Heavy sweater or jacket
Underwear
Stockings
Shoes
Shorts
Old trousers or slacks
Handkerchiefs
Pajamas
Bathing trunks or suit
Tennis shoes

2.

Bed Clothing, Bath Equipment, etc.

3
2
1
2
2

heavy woolen blankets
sheets or cotton blankets
pillow
pillow cases
washcloths

4 towels

1 cake soap
Toothbrush and paste
Comb
Bag for soiled clothes

r

Other equipment that each camper may bring may include such items as a jack knife, a book or
two, baseball glove, marbles, flashlight, musical instruments, dance costumes, tap shoes and camera.
All articles of clothing and equipment must be carefully identified with indelible ink or other
suitable methods.

IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT CLIFFSIDE

Eligibility
Eligibility remains unchanged, that is, any child that reaches 8 years of age prior to September 1,
1948. is eligible. The maximum age that a child may still attend Cliffside is 12 years, or if his or her 13th

birthday falls within 1948.

Dates
Cliffside will be open from June 6 to August 28.
Girls

Boys

June 6—June 19

July 18—July 31

June 20—July 3

August 1—August 14

July 4—July 17

August 15—August 28

Application for camp will only be accepted for two-week periods unless circumstances are unusual.

Rates
The cost per child for a camping period will be $15.00.

Of this amount, $1.00 will be placed in the

.nild’s checking account on the Bank of Cliffside. The $1.00 has proven to be ample funds for the child;
therefore, he need not bring any money to camp.

Transportation
Transportation will be furnished.
to take campers to Camp Cliffside.

The Charleston-West Hamlin Bus Line will run special buses

The following transportation schedule has been arranged:

LEAVE CHARLESTON SUNDAY

On the return trip, after the camping period is
over, the bus will leave CLIFFSIDE at 1:30 p. m.
on Saturday and arrive at the designated stops as
follows:

533 Lee Street, next door Fruth School,
Charleston

1:30 p. m.

“Five Corners” — Corner of Virginia
Street and Delaware Avenue

1:35 p. m.

Stop No. 10, Route 60, at Davis Creek
Road ..

2:15 p. m.

South End Patrick Street Bridge

1:40 p. m.

Carbide Underpass, South Charleston

2:20 p. m.

Carbide Underpass, South Charleston

1:50 p. m.

South End Patrick Street Bridge

2:30 p. m.

“Five Corners” — Corner of Virginia
Street and Delaware Avenue

2:35 p. m.

533 Lee Street, next door Fruth School,
Charleston

2:40 p. m.

Stop No. 10, Route 60 at Davis Creek
Road
—

1:55 p. m.

Arrive CLIFFSIDE .

2:40 p. m.

CLIFFSIDE ENROLLMENT CARD
Name of Applicant

Nickname
(In Full)

Address.
(No.)

Age

(Street)

(Phone)

(City)

. Date of Birth
(Month)

(Day)

(Year)

School Attended and Grade Finished in June

Has He or She Attended Camp Before?

How Long?

Where?

Please enroll my child in the two weeks7 period which I have marked by an

X" in the listings below:

GIRLS

BOYS

July 1 8-July 31

June 6-June 1 9

August 1-August 14

June 20-July 3

August 15-August 28

July 4-July 17

CAMP FEE $15.00

Make checks payable to N. H. BURRUSS, Cashier

(Payroll No.)

(Parent's Signature)

i Date)

Please make a choice between riflery and archery by putting a check mark in the space opposite the
activity of your choice.

Archery

Riflery

D O

NOT

FOLD

CLIFFSIDE
Camper's Record 19
Cabin No

Camp Period
Address

Name
Z Parent's Name

Personal Habits:

Good

. .Fair

Poor

Cooperation:

Good

Fair

Poor

Good

.Fair

Poor

1X0 Behavior:

IO
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Address.
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_____
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-1 Counselor's Comments
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Directors
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CLIFFSIDE

TO CLIFFSIDE COUNSELORS

In beginning our sixth camping season we are happy to welcome our
staff back and to extend a hearty welcome to all of the new members of
our Cliffside family.

Here’s hoping for a season of fine weather, good company, and a
chance for you to enjoy our camp site, campers and other staff personnel.

Your assignment is not an easy one. The counselor is by far the
most important single element in the camping situation, Better camping
depends essentially on better counseling.

I
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Every counselor is the adult leader in their cabin group, and as
such, is expected to possess and exercise self-control, judgment,
responsibility, leadership and a SENSE OF HUMOR.

Camp work is not a rest cure. Placing the camp’s welfare above one’s
personal desires, the ability to settle down to routine living without
friction, to make adjustments necessitated by conditions and situations,
good personal appearance and contagious enthusiasm are some of the
characteristics of a successful counselor. Laugh easily and often.

For six weeks every counselor is on an important job-- in addition
to the cash we are paid, we should also be paid in experience, training
and fun. However, we must remember that every CAMPER is an IMPORTANT
PAID VACATION, and he or she is our first concern in all camp activities.
Health, absolute fair play and a good time is every camper’s right.
’.Thether a cabin is just a place to dress and sleep or a satisfactory
unit of family or group living, depends entirely upon the counselor and
the responsibility he or she assumes toward the group. All people are
not equally easy to live with, but a difficult child should be a challenge.
Be on the alert for the first signs of unhappiness, homesickness or the
slightest indisposition of any sort.
Be just. Favoritism can nullify the work of the best counselor, Be
honest. A camper's faith in what you do and say is your greatest help.
Be reasonable. Have a reason for every demand made of a camper, and take
time to give him or her the reason.

Give campers responsibilities rather than orders and full credit for
results obtained, Believe everyone intends to play fair. Do not make
hasty decisions. Leave important ones till morning.
Every counselor is responsible for the performance of the following
duties of his or her cabin group: the observance of quiet hours and camp
rules, keeping cabins neat and orderly, writing letters or cards home,
checking personal hygiene and appearance. Be on time for your job,
especially for meals, activities, rest hour and taps.

1

GENERAL CAMP REGULATIONS

In order that the counselor might have a clear picture of general
camp regulations, we are listing many of them here:
CUT OF BOUNDS
The area extending from the Craft Shop and Dispensary to the fence
bordering the road shall be ”in bounds”. Carreers shall not be permitted
to leave this area at any time without permission from the office, Also,
no camper shall be inside the fence around the Fish Pond without a counselor.
USE OF TOBACCO
Campers are not permitted to smoke or use tobacco in any form.

Counselors will please not smoke in the dining hall (when campers are
present), in their cabins or during class periods.
DICIPLINE

In past years we have had very little trouble in this respect, Needless to say, physical punishment in any form will not be permitted, If
any disciplinary case should come up that you cannot handle, please feel
free to talk it over with the director
CAMP CAR

The camp car is to be used only for official camp business, Counselors
will be oermitted to use this car only with the oermission of the director.
CAMP CLOTHING

Campers must wear shoes at all times, except when in swimming.
Campers and counselors must wear shirts to all meals.
Bathing suits or wet bathing trunks will not be oermitted in the
dining hall.

Counselors should set a good example in keeping themselves neat and
clean at all times.
GENERAL SWIM

All counselors will be expected to be on duty at the waterfront during
general swim. The waterfront is perhaps the most popular spot in camp and
also one of the most dangerous. We MUST NOT have any water accidents,
-2-

Duties of Yvaterfront Counselors

1.

Waterfront Counselors shall supervise but not teach during the general
swim period.

2.

Waterfront Counselors shall not swim or get into the water during
free swim period.

3.

Waterfront Counselors must keep their eyes and attention upon the water
and the swimmers at all times. Chatting and gossiping are absolutely
taboo.

*

u.

It is possible to hold the respect and friendship of the swimmers and
yet be fair, firm and consistent in enforcing the waterfront regulations.

5.

Each one must take an active part in seeing that all camp and waterfront
rules and regulations are observed.

6.

’".'at er fro nt Counselors serve as "rounder-uppers".

7.

(a)

Assist with those who lag behind or who are late to general swim.

(b)

To assist with those who are cold or ill or need special
attention. To send these campers immediately to Y/aterfront
Director.

To police the beach and the general waterfront during general swim.

SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT?

A registered nurse will be on duty at the Dispensary twenty-four hours
a day. Please keep a close check on the children in your cabin for signs
of sickness, cuts and bruises, See that the child reports immediately to
the nurse for any and all sick cases. "Follow up" camper to make sure
Nurse’s instructions are carried out. Notify Director immediately concerning accidents.

OPENING SUNDAY OF EACH CAMP PERIOD
On the opening Sunday of each camp period, counselors will be expected
in camp by 12:30 and at their cabin by 1:00. You will be given a list of
names of the campers to be in your cabin. Study this list so that you will
be familiar with the child’s name when he or she arrives. Many of these
children have never been to camp before or stayed overnight away from home.
Make them feel that you are their friend and that they are welcome at camp.

MAIL
Our post office address is CLIFFSIDE, ALUM CREEK, YffiST VIRGINIA. We
have no mail delivery service, Each morning, except Sunday, the outgoing
mail will be taken to the post office and the incoming mail brought back
about 11:00 or 11:30 A, M.

-3-
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Between 12:00 Noon and 12:30 P. M., each counselor will please stop
at the office and pick up any mail for campers in your cabin. The mail
is not to be given out until the children are in their cabins for rest
hour. Exception, of course, for suspected homesick cases.

A mail box vri.ll be placed on the porch of the Recreation Hall where
cards and letters may be mailed.

TICKS
This is the season for ticks, transmitters of Rocky Mountain Spotted
Fever. These ticks look something like bedbugs and are about half the
size of the little finger nail.

After hikes or trips into the woods, especially after the overnight
hike, check your children closely for the presence of ticks. They are
commonly found on the legs, arms or in the hair. If a tick should be
found, it should be removed and killed. The child should be taken or
sent to the Dispensary so the nurse can take care of the wound.

OFFICER OF THE DAY
In order that the waterfront may be kept safe at all times, vre feel
that it is necessary to have at least one, and preferably two counselors,
on duty there at all free play periods; e.g., from 2:30 in the afternoon
till U:00, and from immediately after dinner until 7:30 P. M. This duty
will also carry over in the evening after taps. From 9:00 P. M. on, or
until relieved by some other counselor, the Officer of the Day vri.ll remain
in the cabin area. We feel this is necessary in case some child should
become ill or frightened.

Each counselor will have this duty only once each week,
counselor assignment sheet for your days.

Check the

TIL® OFF

For the benefit of new counselors, it might be helpful to explain
that each camp period is of two weeks’ duration. Each period starts on
Sunday and extends to the second Saturday of the two week period. We
speak of the days as follows: First Sunday, First Monday, First Tuesday,
First Wednesday, First Thursday, First Friday, First Saturday, KIDDLE
SUNDAY, Second Monday, Second Tuesday, Second Wednesday, Second Thursday,
Second Friday and Last Saturday.
You can see that between camps, or every two weeks, we have a natural
break. Since the campers leave on the second Saturday morning, all
personnel is free from that Saturday about 11:00 A. M. until 12:30 P. M.
Sunday.
Realizing that a counselor’s job is confining and at times rather
trying on one’s nerves, we have arranged for you to have an additional
day off each camp period. This time off will be from after lunch (about
1:30) until 12:00 Noon the following day.
w » Check the counselor assignment
sheet for your day off.

Please do not ask for additional time unless it should be an emergency.

-h-
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USE OF BOATS
The Waterfront Director or the Officer of the Day, whichever is on
duty, shall determine who shall use the boats. Do not ever permit a campej?
to go out in a boat alone, unless they have proved to the satisfaction of
the waterfront director their ability to swim and properly handle a boat.
Extreme caution should be exercised before any camper is given permission
to use boats alone.
Counselors may use boats to take campers out during free time, pro
viding they first get permission from the person in charge of the waterfront
at that time.
Boats may not be taken out after dark without permission from the
director.

KITCHEN
Counselors -will please not go into the kitchen before, during or after
meals. You may think you are helping when actually you would just be in
the way. Please ask for anything you should want from the kitchen. We
feel that we have sufficient help to serve you.

In the evening after the campers are asleep, coffee or a "snack" will
be provided if you desire it. The ’’snack time” and relaxation period will
be in the counselor’s cabin, This cabin will be ”out of bounds" for any
camper.

FIRST SUNDAY
You are expected to be in camp by 12:30 P. M.
There will be no noon meal prepared by the kitchen staff on this day.
If you wish, you may go to the kitchen and get a sandwich or something out
of the ice box.

VISITORS
The middle Sunday of each period has been set aside as Visitors Day.
However, counselors will discover that they will not have much time to
visit with personal friends, as they will be kept busy by parents. If
you desire to have personal friends visit
during the week, we suggest this
__

might be on Tuesday night from 7:30 P. M. until 11:00 P.

You may visit with these friends during and after the picture show.
Please do not permit visitors in the cabin area. See them at the
Recreation Hall or counselors’ cabin, after your children are in bed and
quiet.

I

NICK NAMES
If the child has a ’’nick name” that is used by parents and friends,
by all means use it at camp.

vie have been criticized several times for giving children ’’nick names”
while at camp. Often, the child does not mind, but the parents and
’’Carbide" do not look upon such practice with favor.
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COUNSELOR RESPONSIBILITIES

1.

Opening Day
a.

Report Time - Counselors will be expected to be in camp by
12:30 P. 1.1. and in their cabins by 1:00 P. H. on
the Opening Sunday.

be

Greeting

(1)

Children — Counselors should know the children’s names
in advance of arrival. Establish confidence immediately
upon arrival and keep children occupied (make up beds,
odd jobs around cabin, straighten up suitcases, tape
names on bunks, etc.). Make game of learning names of
other campers in cabin group. Pair up older and
younger campers.

(2)

Parents - Extend invitation to look over camp grounds,
if they have never seen grounds before. Mention safety
features-- buddy system, fact that we have never had
a water accident. Explain that instructors are qualified
(Rifle Range, Waterfront, etc.). Also, mention that
a Registered Nurse is on duty at all times. If parents
don’t mention any physical limitations of their children
ask if there are any. Deliver notes, information,
medicine, etc., to Nurse in Dispensary. Make sure they
know the camp address and encourage them to write.

c.

Bunk assignments - Assign bunks according to the wishes of the
camper and his parents. It is sometimes advisable to
assign the new, shorter children to lower bunks and
the older, taller ones to uppers.

d.

Meeting at Stage - Keep order down to stage and back. Counselors
must remain with the group till morning. (Rules and
regulations will be explained to the campers during
the meeting at the Stage.)

e.

Medical - Have group ready on time for the Medical. Check
children’s weights and record them in advance of
Nurse’s arrival.

f.

Rules - Review with children and associate camp rules with the
reasons. Have children repeat rules back to you to
make sure rules are understood.

g-

Retreat - Fall out in front of cabins, line up and count (or
let campers count off). 7
‘ important to get the
It‘ is
children moving on time for Retreat.
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ho

Dining Mall - Mention table manners the first night in camp.
Explain rotation plan, seconds, etc. Make a game
of good table manners. Let campers set own rules
for table manners. Keep problem children close to
you. Encourage campers to eat unfamiliar foods.
Insist that plates are cleaned up. (Lack of appetite
is one symptom of homesickness.)
Free Play Period - Keep children occupied. Help the ones who
don’t know various games, but don’t force children
into activities against their will. Keep homesick
children with the group. Don’t let homesick children
loiter in the cabins.

2

Camp Rules - Reemphasize these rules at every opportunity.

3.

Cabin Family
a.

Rising - Try to keep children in bed till 7:00 A. M. if possible.
Don’t let them wander outside cabin. Keep campers in
bed and as quiet as possible so as not to disturb
those in the other side of the cabin.

bo

Beds - Be sure to check beds every morning for bedwetting. If
bedding is found wet, be sure to air it. (Campers
may be modest about bedwetting, so that situation must
be handled diplomatically.)

c

Illness - Check campers for the more common ailments, such as
earache, chigger bites, mosquito bites, poison ivy,
upset stomach, sunburn, constipation, etc. (Pay
particular attention to constipation.)

do

Cleanliness

(1)

Personal - (Covered by Inspection)

(2)

Buildings and Surroundings - Sweep and dry mop cabins
daily. Police the grounds in front of cabin to the
ditch, behind cabin, and half way to next cabin.

(3)

Inspection - The Nurse will inspect for personal clean
liness; the Director will inspect the building and
grounds .

6.

Meals - March children to Dining Hall in order. Shirts must be
worn in the Dining Hall. Bathing trunks (but not wet)
are permitted in the Dining Hall. Use ’walks. Do not
permit campers to run to cabins after meals (danger
of injury from falls).

fo

Rest Hour - Stay with campers during Rest Hour. Make sure shoes
are taken off and that the campers lie down in bunks.
Distribute mail during the Rest Hour. During hot
weather, let campers double up in the lower bunks if
uppers are too hot.
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go

h

Activities

(1)

Free Play - Counselors will be selected for the various
Free Play Activities. Encourage all campers to
participate in various activities. Keep children in
a group and make sure shoes are 'worn to guard against
poison ivy. Appoint person in group to herd campers
from one activity to another.

(2)

Organized Play - Appoint a camper leader for Organized
Play. Keep campers in a group. (Make sure shoes
are worn.)

Taps - It is the duty of Counselors to stay with the children
after Taps for at least 20 minutes, or until they are
in bed and quiet^ (The Counselor’s cabin is not open
until 9:20 P. M.)

Well Being of Campers

a.

Illness (already covered)

b

Clothing - Make sure clothing is adequate for the weather,
campers mark clothingo

C.

Sunburn - Be on the alert for sunburn, Most sunburn lotions are
unreliable. Graduate time of exposure.

do

Water - Keep children with ”no swim” notes, earache, etc., out
of the water. (If in doubt whether a child is to go
in the water or not, refer the case to the Nurse for
a final decision.)

e.

Ticks - Ticks are carriers of Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, It
is essential that a close check be made for ticks,
especially after returning from the Overnight Hike,
After the Hike, pair up campers for a tick check„

Help

Discipline - No physical punishment is permitted. Let campers make
their own cabin rules. Don’t “bawl out” children in
front of the group. Be sure to listen to both sides
of the story before making a decision..
a.

Own Cabin - The counselor is responsible for maintaining discipline
in his or her group. Disciplinary problems should be
'worked out between the counselor and the camper.

bo

Other Cabins - Counselors have the authority to enforce discipline
in adjoining or nearby cabins in the absence of other
counselor. However, be sure to inform the other
counselor of the disciplinary action taken.

Co

Directors - Counselors may call on the Directors for assistance in
disciplinary cases if needed.
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I

d.

6.

7.

Homesickness
a.

Physical and Psychological Aspects - Homesickness is very con
tagious .

b.

Symptoms - Homesickness is usually marked by such symptoms as
crying, unhappiness, indifference, lack of appetite,
seclusiveness, etc.

c.

Incubation Period - Usually, homesickness develops early in the
camp period---- the first day or so in camp.

do

Treatment - Talk to homesick children. Encourage them to par
ticipate in activities. Try to keep them occupied,
•.{ail cards to them. Request parents to mail cards
and letters to their children. Be sure to pass along
information about homesick children to other counselors,
so they may be on the alert with help.

Nicknames
a.

bo

8.

9o

Self - Be sure to set a good example for the campers.

Reaction of

(1)

Camper - Experience has shown that some campers dislike
being nicknamed; others don’t seem to mind.

(2)

Family - Parents definitely disapprove nicknames.

Acceptability - A good rule to follow is this: If a camper
arrives with a legitimate nickname, it may be used.
01herwise, don’t nickname a child while in camp.

Dining Hall

a.

Campers (covered by 1-h and 3-e)

bo

Counselors
(1)

Off Hours - Stay out of the kitchen during off hours.

(2)

Between Periods - Let the Director knov; if you plan to
stay in camp over the period break so that arrangements
can be made for your meals.

Character

a.

Campers - Character is caught, not taught.

bo

Counselors - It is the duty of counselors to set a good example
for the campers. Remember, actions speak louder than
words. Watch your language.
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10 ..:c Counselor Conduct

I

lie

a.

Attitude - It is essential to maintain the proper mental attitude
while in camp, not a griper and derogatory critic.

b.

Appearance - Pay particular attention to clothes, personal
grooming, etc. Be neat and clean at all times.

c.

Punctuality - Make it a point to know the day’s schedule in
advance and be on time for the various activities
scheduled.

d.

Leaving Camp Grounds - Be sure to get approval from the Director
before leaving the camp grounds (except, of course,
the scheduled day off).

e.

Time Off - (See counselor assignment sheet for Time Off Schedule.)
Time off begins right after lunch and ends at 12:00 noon
the following day.

fo

Closing Saturday - No one is permitted to leave camp on the
closing Saturday of the camp period before 11:00 A. M.

Activities
a.

bo

c.

Supervised

(1)

Organization - The counselor in charge outlines the program.

(2)

Sell Activities - Give the campers a general outline of
the various activities. Sell activities; don’t force

(3)

Instruction - Divide camper group into two groups-- those
who know and those who do not.

U)

Group - Keep the group together so it will be known at all
times where children are located.

(3)

Safety - Observe all safety precautions
safety rules.

Make necessary

Swimming - Red Cross swimming regulations apply. A constant
vigil must be maintained while children are swimming.
We must not have a water accident.

(1)

Waterfront Personnel - Watch the area assigned. Do not
read newspapers, write letters, etc., while on duty
at the Waterfront.

(2)

Other Counselors - Help out on the Waterfront during
General Swim.

Boats and Canoes

(1)

Permission must be obtained from the Waterfront Director
before boats and canoes may be used.
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(2)

do

Counselors should give every child a boat ride sometime
during the camping period.

Officer of the Day

(See counselor assignment sheet)

(1)

Two ODs are scheduled daily.

(2)

Inspect Waterfront during Free Play.

Patrol Cabins after Taps.

(3) The demerit system will be used for disorderly conduct in
cabins after Taps.
eo

Evening Program

(1)

Camp Fire - The Camp Fire is a counselor responsibility.

(2)

Movies - Counselors are responsible for taking children
to the show and returning to the cabin with them after
the movie and staying with them until they are quiet.
Counselors may visit with friends during the movie
and after the children are in bed and quiet. It is
necessary to remain on the camp grounds. Naturally,
women visitors should not be in cabin row during the
boys' period; nor men, during the girls’ period.

f.

Unsupervised - Leave campers alone. Don’t try to force children
into activities against their will.

g-

Worship - The camp will be divided foi Sunday School and Vesper
services.

ho

Reveille - Assemble in front of cabin in the morning for Reveille.
Retreat - Assemble in front of cabin for Retreat,
lagging behind, etco

J.
12.

Watch posture,

Recreational Equipment - Counselors are designated to issue all
equipment,

Grounds and Equipment
a

Fire - A fire extinguisher is located in each cabin. Note the
type of extinguisher and pay particular attention to
the operating instructions.

b

Water System - The Water System at Cliffside is private. The
storage tank on the hill is designed to hold h.,000
gallons of water, which is ample providing the water
is not wasted. The water contains approximately 3 parts
per million of iron. The small iron content is not
harmful; however, it is not advisable to wash good
clothes in it because of the possibility of iron rust.
Shutoff valves are located outside the bathroom of
cabins. Lake sure showers are turned off when not in
use. Report any leaking faucets, commodes, etc., to
the Director.
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c.

Gas - A Pyrofax gas installation supplies the gas for the kitchen

d.

Maintenance - Clean shower heads in the cabins
To facilitate
necessary repairs, the director should be notified of
the trouble (electrical, mechanical, plumbing, or
other) as soon as it arises.

Mail
a.

Camp Address - The camp address is:
V/est Virginia.

b.

Pick-up and Delivery - Mail is picked up in the morning and
taken to the Post Office. Incoming mail is brought
back at 11:00 A. M. (except Sunday)

c.

Distribution - It is the responsibility of the counselor to pick
up mail at the Office for the cabin group. Mail should
be distributed only during the Rest Hour.

d.

Camper’s Correspondence - Help campers write home by suggesting
topics, checking addresses with ”dog tags”, Pick up
and deliver letters and cards to the Office, (Children
are required to write home once a week.)

I

111.

Cliffside, Alum Creek,

(1)

Censor - Counselors may censor mail for cabin group.
However, the final decision on holding up mail will
be made by the Director.

(2)

Food from Home - Store incoming food from home in cabin
locker. Distribute to cabin group if agreeable with
the owner.

Overnight Hike

a.

Bedding - Campers should take 2 blankets each on the Overnight Hike.

b.

Entertainment - Camp Fire.

c.

Time - The Overnight Hike will be held the first Saturday afternoon
of each camp period (weather permitting). This will be
limited to 10-11 year olds that are interestedo

d.

Preparation - Pack for the Hike during the Rest Hour.

e.

Clothing - Campers must wear long trousers, jackets and shoes.

f.

Meals - The evening meal will be the same,
consist of bacon and eggs.

S»

Water - Use water sparingly

h.

Sanitary Facilities - Three out houses are provided,
the use of the woods.

However, breakfast vrill

The supply will be limited3
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Discourage

JI

Safety Precautions - Keep campers in bounds at all times®
axes, knives, etc.

15.

Sheathe

J*

FLre - Fire will be allowed only in the grill and camp fire, Make
sure all fires are out before leaving area to return
to camp.

k.

Weather - The Overnight Hike depends on the weather. The Director
will make the final decision. If it rains after campers
are already on the hill, they will remain and sleep
under lean-to.

Middle Sunday
a. Campers - Sell second week’s activities to campers before Middle
Sunday. Honors that may be won and unfinished projects
are some suggestions to arouse the desire to stay the
full camp period.

16 o

.1

b.

Parents - Develop parents interest in camp and program, particu
larly if camper has shown tendency toward homesickness.
Discuss awards, activities, etc. Ask parents to mail
letters to children. (Suggest to parents that they
send only chewing gum or small amounts of candy to
children at campo) Explain the choice of activities
in the afternoon.

c

Youngsters with No Visitors - Get other parents to help if
necessary. Use reading material (comics, etc.) Let
child with no visitors assist as receptionist.

d.

Dinner - Discourage parents coming to camp before 2 P.
on the
Middle Sunday. Also, discourage as much as possible
parents looking on at dinner time. Do not allow parents
to eat in the Dining Hall without the permission of the
Director.

Last Day

a.

Activities - No formal activities are scheduled for the last day.
However, children may play as they choose (with supervision). Clean up cabins, If campers want to remain
in cabin, let them do so.

bo

Belongings - Check cabin and clothes line for leftover clothes.
Take children to clothes line to identify leftover
clothing. Check suitcases, etc.

C.

Checking Out - Encourage parents to pick up their children early
Saturday morning. Counselor report to office when all
of his campers have left. If after 10;L£ Ao M„ report
those left to office.
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d.

Bus - The bus is scheduled to leave Cliffside at 10:30 A. !£•
Saturday morning.

e.

Counselors - Counselors should stay in camp until 11:00 A. M.
Make sure all clothing has been picked up and cabin
has been cleaned in readiness for the new group due
the next day.
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CLIFFSIDE PROGRAM

for
FIRST SUNDAY AFTERNOON

l:OO-li:OO

Counselors be on duty at cabin to meet campers
and parents

U:OO-U:3O

Assembly at stage

h:30-5:00

Medical

5:00-5:15

Prepare for dinner

3:13-3:30

Lower flag

3:30-6:30

Supper

6:30-7:20

Free play

7:20-7:30

Assemble for camp fire

7:30-3:30

General assembly at Gym-- Get acquainted Night

8:30-9:00

Prepare for bed

9:00

Taps, lights out
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CLIFFSIDE DAILY PROGRAM

for

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY

7:00

Reveille

7:00-7:15

Calisthenics

7:15-7:35

Dress, get ready for breakfast

7:35-7:U5

Raise flag, pledge allegiance to flag

7:115-8:15

Breakfast

8:15-8:115

Make beds, get ready for inspection

8:115-9:00

Inspection

9:00-9:115

First Period

9:115-10:30

Second Period

10:30-11:15

Third Period

11:15-12:00

Fourth Period

12:00-12:30

Get ready for lunch

12:30-1:30

LUNCH

1:30-3:00

Rest Hour

3:00-li:00

Free play

11:00-5:00

General Swim

5:00-5:20

Get ready for dinner

5:20-5:30

Lower flag

5:30-6:1$

DINNER

6:15-7:20

Free play or intra-cabin contests

7:20-7:30

Assemble for camp fire

7:30-8:30

Campfire or picture show

8:30-9:00

Get ready for bed

9:00

Taps, lights out
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CLIFFSIDE PROGRAM

for

MIDDLE SUNDAY OF EACH CAMP PERIOD

7:30

Reveille

7:30-8:00

Dress, get ready for breakfast

8:00-8:10

Raise flag, pledge of allegiance to flag

8:10-9:00

o

9:00-10:00

Prepare for inspection

10:00-10:1^
10:15-10:115

BREAKFAST - overnight campers return

Inspection (cabins mainly - clean sheets)
o

Morning dip

10:115-11:00

Get ready for Sunday School

11:00-11:30

SUNDAY SCHOOL

11:30-12:30

Relax - rest period

12:30-1:30

DINNER

1:30-3:00

Campers visit with Parents

3:00-li:15

Demonstration of an Activity (Riflery)

11:15-5:00

General swim

5:00-5:20

Prepare for supper

5:20-5:30

Lower flag

5:30-6:30

SUPPER

6:30-7:U5

o

Supervised play

7:115-8:15

Vesper

8:15-9:00

Prepare for bed

9:00

Taps, lights out
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COUNSELOR

Day of Week

Time Off

ASSIGNMENTS

Officer of Day

Camp Fire

1st Sunday

Get Acquainted
Night

1st Monday

Counselors

1-7

1st Tuesday

Movie

6-9

1st Wednesday

2-8

1-2-3

5-11

1st Thursday

3-9

li - 5 - 6

2-8

1st Friday

5-H

7-8-9

Li - 10

1st Saturday

Movies
Educational

3-12

Middle Sunday

Vesper

2nd Monday

h - 10

Hunt Treasure

1-7

2nd Tuesday

6-12

Picture

3-9

2nd Wednesday

1 - 7

10 - 11

- 12

2nd Thursday

Stunt Night

2-8

2nd Friday

Awards - 12

U - 10

6-11

Last Saturday

Cabin Noo 1

Cabin No® 7

8

it

Noo 2

it

No®

it

No, 3

tt

No. 9

It

No. U

II

NOolO

tt

No. 5

tl

No.11

it

No. 6

it

No® 12
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